MEDIA SAFETY RULES
1. Presence at the race venue under the influence of alcohol, narcotics or other substances is strictly
prohibited!
2. The accredited media representatives shall observe all the instructions of the stewards, safety
personnel, and official persons of the event at all times.
3. Choose the location at the track, which is as safe as possible. Be prepared to unusual situations or
accidents during the event at all times! If you are near to the track, follow race activity at all times.
4. The accredited media representative with the media tabard issued by the organiser of the rally is
entitled to be present in the especially envisaged media zones and no further than 1 (one) meter
away of the safety demarcation (fence, stripe, other) of the dangerous areas of the track.
5. The accredited media representative without the media tabard issued by the organiser of the event
is not entitled to be present in the dangerous areas of the track or especially envisaged media
zones.
6. Presence of accredited media representatives and their equipment at the race venue, as well as
working result of the both in no way can alter safe running of the race or result set by the
competitors.
7. Accredited media representatives are forbidden to use drones or any other ground- controlled flying
device if they don't have permission of the event organisers.
8. Beware of moving vehicles! Your safety at the track or service park depends only on you. Pay close
attention to the surrounding activities!
9. Avoid being too close to the race cars at the service park! Do not disturb work of the mechanics
around the cars! Do not disturb work of teams!
10. Avoid reclining against the rally cars as they may start sudden movement and some car parts may
be fragile and/ or hot.
11. Avoid standing nearby fire-fighting, steward and/ or ambulance cars as they may start sudden
movement without prior warning
12. In case it is necessary to review the working material (photos, videos, etc.), avoid doing it near the
track. Choose a safer place!
13. Avoid crossing the track as much as possible.
14. Breach of any of the media safety rules may be reason for annulment of accreditation and
expulsion from the race venue.
15. By submitting the media accreditation application you confirm that you have read the media
accreditation rules and media safety rules, agree with the above, and take full responsibility
for your actions.

